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Abstract

The obvious simple type system for a λ-calculus extended with record

concatenation has a typability problem that was believed to be expensive,

and which we prove NP-complete. Some previous approaches to this prob-

lem employ subtyping polymorphism. We present Bowtie, a system of simple

types for record concatenation which has principal typings, no subtyping, and

a clean separation between unification-based type inference with type and

row variables and constraint solving for safety of concatenation and field

selection. Because Bowtie has no subtyping, we succeeded in straightfor-

wardly generalizing it to a similar type system, Martini, for mixin modules.

The type inference complexity for both systems is O(n2), or O(n) given a

bounded number of field labels.1 We have implemented type inference for

both type systems. Because they have principal typings, extending either

with Milner’s let-polymorphism is straightforward.

1 Introduction

Our initial goal was a type system for mixin modules that would have princi-
pal typings and thus support compositional type analysis. As a programming
tool, mixin modules are not only aimed at programming-in-the-large issues
such as first-class modules and dynamic linking, but are also seen as useful
for programming-in-the-small issues because they combine the features of λ-
abstractions (first-class functions), records, environments with mutually recur-
sive definitions, and namespaces [26]. A mixin module consists of named com-
ponents; some are exports that the module defines for other modules, some are
imports to be supplied by other modules, and some are private. Once all imports
are satisfied by linking modules, the exports can then be used. Linking is sym-

metric: when A and B are linked together, A’s exports can satisfy B’s imports

∗Supported by EC FP5/IST/FET grant IST-2001-33477 “DART”, and Sun Microsystems equip-
ment grant EDUD-7826-990410-US.

1Technically, there is also a factor of α(n), but α(n) ≤ 4 for n < 1010100

(a “googolplex”).
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and vice versa. Thus, linking A with B may yield mutual recursion among the
resulting module’s exports that was not apparent from A or B alone.

This behavior is like compilation unit linking in C (and indeed most lan-
guages) and is quite different from the asymmetric linking of the ML family’s
structures and functors. Unlike C “modules”, mixin modules are first-class, i.e.,
they can be bound to variables and passed to functions, and which modules are
linked may depend on arbitrary run-time computations. In fact, modern pro-
grams in C and other languages do dynamically link modules at run-time (usu-
ally entire libraries that are also loaded at run-time). However, this is generally
outside the language definitions and the type systems do not prevent linking
failures due to missing or multiple definitions for a name. We focus instead on
a strongly typed situation with better static guarantees.

Type analysis is compositional when each program fragment’s analysis re-
sult does not depend on its lexical context. Compositionality simplifies type
inference algorithms and helps with issues like separate compilation and accu-
rate type error reporting. The main problem in compositional type inference
for mixin modules is ensuring the type system contains principal typings for ex-
pressions like λxy.x ⊕ y, which links two unknown modules. In this example,
the type system must not allow modules given as x and y to both export the
same name. But to be compositional, we must analyze λxy.x ⊕ y without any
knowledge about its eventual arguments.

The problem for mixin modules is similar to compositional analysis of cal-
culi with record concatenation. Records are the special case of mixin modules
with no imports and no internal recursion, and record concatenation is just a
special case of linking mixin modules. The fundamental problem in analyzing
record concatenation turns out to be the same as for linking mixin modules.
Record concatenation has been intensively investigated as a potentially useful
programming feature in general and also as a possible way to model multiple
inheritance in object-oriented languages.

Therefore, perhaps a mixin module type system should extend one for record
concatenation. Unfortunately, the most successful record concatenation type
systems use subtyping polymorphism. For technical reasons, this is undesirable
for mixin modules; for example, we would need different type rows for a mod-
ule’s imports and exports.

Thus, we have developed Bowtie, a new record concatenation type system.
Bowtie does not type as many terms as some previous systems, but it is simpler
and easier to extend with features such as mixin modules. We believe Bowtie

will interest readers with no particular interest in mixin modules, so this paper’s
first part presents Bowtie with records only, omitting mixin modules. The second
part extends Bowtie straightforwardly to Martini, a simple type system for a
minimal mixin module calculus.

Along the way to our main goal, we prove that the straightforward system
of simple types for record concatenation has an NP-complete typability prob-
lem. As far as we know, this result is novel; previously it was believed to be
expensive, but there was no proof of just how expensive it is. Palsberg and
Zhao [13] proved NP-completeness of typability for a more complex type sys-
tem with subtyping and objects, but it was not clear which part of the machinery
was responsible for the NP-completeness.

Bowtie and Martini both have principal typings [24]. (This should not be
confused with the weaker notion of principal types satisfied by type systems
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with Milner’s let-polymorphism as used in ML and other languages.) Because
principal typings in our systems accumulate constraints from each record or
mixin operation and thus become very large, we show how to simplify typings
by partially solving constraints; this loses principality, but the simplified typings
satisfy ground principality, a weaker property we have devised which is enough
for compositional analysis.

Bowtie and Martini are both simple type systems: They do not include poly-

morphism, which is needed for a serious strongly typed language. We present
the simply typed versions of Bowtie and Martini first, because the machinery of
polymorphism would obscure the novel features that handle record concatena-
tion and mixin module linking. Sect. 5 shows how both Bowtie and Martini are
extended with Milner’s let-polymorphism. This ought to be enough to support
programming-in-the-small with record concatenation and mixin modules. For
programming-in-the-large, further work is needed to add to Martini encapsula-
tion and parameterization capabilities like those of the ML module language.

Our type inference implementation for Bowtie and Martini is at http://www.
macs.hw.ac.uk/DART/software/Bowtini/ as a web application and as source
code.

1.1 Notation

These notations are fairly standard: P(A) is the set of all subsets of A. A func-
tion f is a set of pairs written “a 7→ b” such that {(a 7→ b), (a 7→ c)} ⊆ f implies
b = c. Let f and g range over functions in this section. The domain of f is
Dom f = { x | (x 7→ y) ∈ f }. The range of f is Rng f = {y | (x 7→ y) ∈ f }. f−1

means { x 7→ y | (y 7→ x) ∈ f }. When A ⊆ Dom f and A /∈ Dom f, f(A) means
{ f(a) | a ∈ A }. Composition is given by (f ◦ g)(x) = f(g(x)).

For any entity written with X mentioning variables written with x, the nota-
tion [x1 7→ X1, . . . , xn 7→ Xn] denotes a substitution function that maps xi to Xi

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and maps all other variables to themselves. The application of a
substitution to a syntactic entities with bindings must use standard techniques
to avoid name capture.

These notations are less common: For any metavariable symbol X, X is
the set that X ranges over. Pfin(A) is the set of all finite subsets of A. A # B

abbreviates A∩B = ∅. A fin→B is the set of all finite functions f ⊆ A × B. A fin
inj
→B

is the set of all injective functions in A fin→ B. f ¢ g is f ∪ g if Dom f # Dom g,
and undefined otherwise.

2 Casino: Naive simple types for record concate-

nation

We define a call-by-name λ-calculus with record concatenation in Figure 1. We
could just as easily have used call-by-value, at the cost of a slightly more com-
plex semantics once we move to mixin modules. Field selection is written M.`.
The significant additional operation is M⊕N which concatenates two records,
yielding a new record containing all the fields of both operands. The hiding
operator M \\L removes record fields if they exist in the operand. If none of
the fields in L are already defined, the hiding is simply a no-op. It is a run-time
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Variables: x ::= x | y | z | · · ·
Field labels: ` ::= f0 | f1 | f2 | · · ·

Label sets: L ∈ Pfin( ` )

Term rows: U ∈ ` fin→ M

Values: V ::= λx.M | {[U]}
Terms: M,N ::= V | x | M N | M ⊕ N | M.` | M \\L

M ↪→ M ′

M N ↪→ M ′ N
RCfun

M ↪→ M ′

M ⊕ N ↪→ M ′ ⊕ N
RC1

N ↪→ N ′

M ⊕ N ↪→ M ⊕ N ′
RC2

M ↪→ N

M.` ↪→ N.`
RCdot

M ↪→ N

M \\L ↪→ N \\L
RChide

U = U1 ¢ U2

{[U1]} ⊕ {[U2]} ↪→ {[U]}
RConcat

[x 7→ N]M = M ′

(λx.M)N ↪→ M ′
RBeta

U(`) = M

{[U]}.` ↪→ M
RExtract

Dom U1 # L Dom U2 ⊆ L

{[U1 ¢ U2]} \\L ↪→ {[U1]}
RHide

Figure 1: Syntax and semantics of the record calculus

error to try to concatenate two records that both define some field label `, as
well as to try to select a field from a record not defining the requested label,
or to apply a record operator to a function or vice versa. Our task is designing
type systems that prevent these errors (as well as preventing confusion between
functions and records, of course).

A natural first attempt to extend (Curry-style) simple types for the λ-calculus
to record concatenation is the naive type system called Casino shown in Fig-
ure 2. Casino is essentially Wand’s system [23], except with symmetric con-
catenation, simplified notation, and no row variables. Following [24], we write
typing judgements as “M : 〈Γ ` τ〉” rather than the the traditional “Γ ` M : τ”.

Casino uses ML-like record types for records with a typing rule for concate-
nation that clearly “does the right thing”. Casino can be proven sound (i.e.,
programs it accepts do not “go wrong”), but that about exhausts its nice formal
properties. In particular, even though it is only at the level of simple types, type

inference is provably hard:

Theorem 2.1. Typability for closed terms in Casino is NP-complete.

NP-completeness may not sound bad when one compares it to the familiar
result that typability for the Hindley/Milner type system is DEXPTIME-complete.
However, it should be kept in mind that Casino is a simply typed system where
polymorphism has yet to be added. Thus the proper comparison would be the
simply typed λ-calculus, where typability is almost linear.

As far as we know, Thm. 2.1 is a new result. Palsberg and Zhao [13] prove
NP-completeness of typability for a more complex type system with subtyping,
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Rows: ρ ∈ ` fin→ τ

Types: τ ::= ’a | ’b | ’c | . . . | τ1 → τ2 | {[ρ]}

Environments: Γ ∈ x fin→ τ

Typings: T ::= 〈Γ ` τ〉

x : 〈Γ ` Γ(x)〉

M : 〈Γ ¢ {x 7→ τ} ` τ ′〉

λx.M : 〈Γ ` τ → τ ′〉

M : 〈Γ ` τ → τ ′〉 N : 〈Γ ` τ〉

M N : 〈Γ ` τ〉

Dom U = Dom ρ ∀i ∈ Dom U: U(`) : 〈Γ ` ρ(`)〉

{[U]} : 〈Γ ` {[ρ]}〉

M : 〈Γ ` {[ρ]}〉

M.` : 〈Γ ` ρ(`)〉

M : 〈Γ ` {[ρ1]}〉 N : 〈Γ ` {[ρ2]}〉

M ⊕ N : 〈Γ ` {[ρ1 ¢ ρ2]}〉

M : 〈Γ ` {[ρ1 ¢ ρ2]}〉
Dom ρ1 # L Dom ρ2 ⊆ L

M \\L : 〈Γ ` {[ρ1]}〉

Figure 2: Casino: A naive approach to simple types for the record calculus

but we have not seen a similar explicit result for a type system as simple as Ca-

sino. Our result suggests that type inference for record concatenation is in some
sense hard independently of the details of the type system; a feasible type sys-
tem for record concatenation must introduce complications that are not aimed
solely at strengthening the type system itself (in the sense of enlarging the set
of typable programs) but serve to make type inference a tractable problem in
the first place.

An NP-completeness result also holds for Casino variants that allow overwrit-
ing (asymmetric) record concatenation; see Section B.2.

3 Bowtie: Simple types for record concatenation

Figure 3 shows our type system Bowtie for the same record calculus. In a type
{[R / S ]} for a record, R is a row giving types for the record’s fields and S is a set

expression describing which fields it has. Wand [21] introduced row variables
for manipulating partial knowledge about mappings from field labels to types.
By using the same row variable at the end of different row expressions one can
express the fact that two rows agree at all but a finite set of labels, as happens
in the rule THide.

In most type systems for extensible records, rows map labels not to types, but
instead to markers telling both whether the field is present and, if so, what its
type is. (This idea is due to Rémy [17].) In contrast, Bowtie’s rows map labels to
just types, meaning intuitively “If the record includes these fields, these are their
types”. The field presence information is given separately by the set expression
S. A set expression is either a specific set of labels, or a set variable which acts
as placeholder for a label set that will be computed later. A third option, ⊥, will
be explained shortly. Adding more fields to the row part of a record type does
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Type variables: α ::= ’a | ’b | ’c | . . .

Row variables: r ::= r0 | r1 | r2 | · · ·
Set variables: s ::= s0 | s1 | s2 | · · ·
Set expressions: S ::= s | L | ⊥

Environments: Γ ∈ x fin→ τ

Type rows: R ::= r | `:τ, R

Types: τ ::= α | τ1 → τ2 | {[R / S ]}
Constraints: c ::= S1 ] S2 = S | S1 \ L = S2 | S 3 `

Const. sets: C ∈ Pfin( c )
Typings: T ::= 〈Γ ` τ | C〉

For ρ : ` fin→ τ = {`1 7→ τ1, . . . , `n 7→ τn}, let ρ • R abbreviate `1:τ1,

. . . , `n:τn, R. We consider types (etc.) modulo this row structure equation:

(`1:τ1, `2:τ2, R) = (`2:τ2, `1:τ1, R) if `1 6= `2

Define the relation C I c to be true
iff c is a member of C,
or c is a true statement of set theory,
or c contains ⊥ to the left of the relation sign.

Γ(x) = τ

x : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉
TVar

M : 〈Γ ` {[ `:τ, R / S ]} | C〉 C I S 3 `

M.` : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉
TExtract

M : 〈Γ ¢ {x 7→ τ} ` τ ′ | C〉

λx.M : 〈Γ ` τ → τ ′ | C〉
TLam

M : 〈Γ ` τ → τ ′ | C〉 N : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉

M N : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉
TApp

Dom U = Dom ρ = L ∀` ∈ L: U(`) : 〈Γ ` ρ(`) | C〉

{[U]} : 〈Γ ` {[ ρ • R / L ]} | C〉
TRecord

M : 〈Γ ` {[R / S1 ]} | C〉
N : 〈Γ ` {[R / S2 ]} | C〉

C I S1 ] S2 = S

M ⊕ N : 〈Γ ` {[R / S ]} | C〉
TConcat

Dom ρ0 = Dom ρ = L
M : 〈Γ ` {[ ρ0 • R / S0 ]} | C〉

C I S0 \ L = S

M \\L : 〈Γ ` {[ ρ • R / S ]} | C〉
THide

Figure 3: Our type system Bowtie for the record calculus
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not change the type’s meaning if the set expression part is unvarying. This is
why Bowtie needs no syntax for an “empty row”; a row variable always suffices
for terminating a row.

Bowtie typings contain constraint sets that are used to assert relations be-
tween label sets that are not known yet. “C1 I C2” abbreviates “∀c ∈ C2 :
C1 I c”. “I c” and “I C” abbreviate “∅ I c” and “∅ I C”. “I c” is pro-
nounced “c is solved”.

As a concrete example, the term λx.λy.x⊕ y has the principal Bowtie typing
〈∅ ` {[ r / s1 ]} → {[ r / s2 ]} → {[ r / s3 ]} | s1 ] s2 = s3〉. The recurrence of r
in all three record types means that if one of the arguments contains a field ` at
all, its type must be the same as that expected for ` in the result. The constraint
s1]s2 = s3 says that every field defined in the result must be defined in exactly
one of the arguments.

Bowtie’s strategy for escaping the NP-hardness of Casino is to consider the
constraint s1 ] s2 = s3 “good” for as long as we have no information about s1

or s2, regardless of whether information about s3 shows up later. Thus, e.g.,
λx.(x ⊕ x).f is well-typed in Bowtie even though there is no value that it can
safely be applied to. This is still sound, as Bowtie will reject attempts to actually
call it. Thus, Bowtie does not reject some nonsensical (but dynamically safe)
programs as type errors, but also escapes NP-hardness of typability. Theorem
2.1 depends on being able to ask the type system: “Can any possible call to this
function be proved error-free?”. Bowtie refuses to answer until we refine the
question to “Will this particular call be error-free?”.

λx.(x ⊕ x).f has the principal typing 〈∅ ` {[ f:’a, r / s ]} → ’a | s ] s =
s1, s1 3 f〉.This typing is “good” (by Thm. 3.8 below) because we can solve its
constraint set by substituting the special set expression ⊥ for each of s and s1.
This is the role of ⊥: It allows a constraint set to be solved as long as we have no
overwhelming evidence to the contrary. Principal typings never need to contain
⊥. Intuitively {[R / ⊥ ]} is a type that describes no values at all. An expression
with such a type must be either dead (its result will never be used) or sleeping
(its result will not be used unless the program is put into a larger context). Bow-

tie accepts mistakes in dead or sleeping code that are hard to check for until a
concrete calling context is provided, but it still rejects mistakes that are easy to
find in dead or sleeping code.

Now return to the principal typing for λx.λy.x⊕ y and consider its triple oc-
currence of r. Because r appears in the arguments as well as in the result, Bow-

tie can begin to resolve their connection before enough information to solve the
constraint arrives. This lets more internal errors in sleeping code be caught early
and also gives more readable principal typings by expressing more relations be-
tween types without constraints. However, some strength is sacrificed: Each
record type must contain the field types of any record it may be concatenated
with. (The programmer need not write them as they will be inferred.) Thus
Bowtie will reject, for example, λx.{[a = x⊕{[f = 5]}, b = x⊕{[f = true]}]}, because
the type of x must predict a single type for f in all of its descendants. One way to
mitigate this row pollution problem is to use let-polymorphism (see Sect. 5) in-
stead of λ to bind x, to allow polymorphism in the type of f. Another is to insert
dummy hiding operators: λx.{[a = x \\ {f} ⊕ {[f = 5]}, b = x \\ {f} ⊕ {[f = true]}]}
is well-typed. This is like a programmer-supplied typing hint. (We leave it as a
an exercise for the reader to extend Bowtie with a hiding operator that checks
that it is actually dummy.)
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3.1 Soundness and constraint solving

Lemma 3.1 (weakening). Assume M : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉. For any C ′ I C and Γ ′ ⊇ Γ

it holds that M : 〈Γ ′ ` τ | C ′〉.

A type substitution is a simultaneous mapping from s to S , from r to

R , and from α to τ , such that only finitely many variables do not map to
themselves. A type substitution is naturally extended componentwise to map
each of the classes S , R , τ , Γ , c , C , and T to itself. Let T range over
type substitutions.

A constraint set C is solvable iff there is a substitution T such that I T (C).

Lemma 3.2 (substitution). Whenever M : T holds, M : T (T) holds also.

A typing T is set-ground iff it has the form T = 〈Γ ` τ | ∅〉. Intuitively
a set-ground typing can be thought of as one whose derivation contains no set
variables. This is not quite precise; the derivation can in certain cases contain
set variables but only in positions where they “do not matter”.

Lemma 3.3 (term substitution). Assume M : 〈Γ ¢ {x 7→ τ ′} ` τ | C〉 and

N : 〈∅ ` τ ′ | C〉. Then [x 7→ N]M : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉.

Theorem 3.4 (subject reduction). If M ↪→ N, M : T for set-ground T , then

N : T .

Theorem 3.5 (progress). If M : 〈∅ ` τ | ∅〉, then either M is a value V, or

there is an N such that M ↪→ N.

Theorem 3.6 (type soundness, take I). Programs (closed terms) with set-ground

typings do not get stuck.

Theorem 3.6 is only about typing derivations that do not use the machin-
ery of constraints and set variables. We can improve on that by an indirect
approach.

Lemma 3.7. If M : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 for solvable C, then M : T0 for some set-ground

T0.

Theorem 3.8 (type soundness, take II). Let M : 〈∅ ` τ | C〉 such that C is

solvable. Then M does not get stuck.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7 and Thm. 3.6.

For Thm. 3.8 to be useful, we need to be able to identify solvable constraint
sets. This turns out to be easy. First, define the relation C Ã T by:
1. ∀C, s,L1,L2 : C ∪ {L1 ] L2 = s} Ã [s 7→ (L1 ∪ L2)],
2. ∀C, s,L1,L2 : C ∪ {L1 \ L2 = s} Ã [s 7→ (L1 \ L2)].

Theorem 3.9. To decide whether C is solvable, first repeatedly rewrite C to T (C)
for as long as a T exists such that C Ã T . Let C ′ be the constraint set when

no further rewriting is possible, and let T0 be the substitution that maps every s

variable in C ′ to ⊥. Then the original C is solvable exactly iff T0(C ′) is solved.

This test can be implemented in time O(nm), where n is the number of con-

straints and m is the number of distinct labels in the constraints.
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3.2 Type inference

Define the relation v between typings by: 〈Γ1 ` τ1 | C1〉 v 〈Γ2 ` τ2 | C2〉 iff
there exists a type substitution T such that Γ2 ⊇ T (Γ1) and τ2 = T (τ1) and
C2 I T (C1).

Lemma 3.10. The relation T1 v T2 is reflexive and transitive.

Lemma 3.11. If M : T1 and T1 v T2, then M : T2.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1.

Write T ≤ T ′ (T is “at least as precise as” T ′) iff M : T ⇒ M : T ′ for all
M. T is principal [24] for M iff M : T and M : T ′ ⇒ T ≤ T ′ for all T ′. T is
syntactically principal for M iff M : T and M : T ′ ⇒ T v T ′ for all T ′. It is
clear that T v T ′ implies T ≤ T ′, so a syntactically principal typing for M is
principal.

Theorem 3.12. There is an effective type reconstruction algorithm that computes

a syntactically principal typing for every term that has any typing. The algorithm

runs in time O(nmα(n)) where n is the size of the term being analyzed and m is

the number of different field labels that appear in it.

As a corollary, Bowtie has principal typings.

3.3 Incremental constraint solving

Superficially, it seems that we have solved type analysis for Bowtie. To analyze
a term, one computes its principal typing (Thm. 3.12) and then checks whether
its constraint part is solvable (Thm. 3.9). Each step is efficient and relatively
simple. So are we happy?

Not entirely. Postponing constraint solving until the end has practical and
theoretical disadvantages. One problem is that the constraint parts of the in-
ferred typings can grow quite large, because they can track each record op-
eration in the term, even those that are irrelevant for observable behavior. For
example, the term

({[f = 5]} ⊕ {[]}).f

gets the inferred typing

〈∅ ` int | {f} ] ∅ = s, s 3 f〉

rather than the more concise 〈∅ ` int | ∅〉 — which, incidentally, is also syn-
tactically principal for it.

Instead, we want to interleave constraint solving (Thm. 3.9) with other type
inference steps. It is easy to imagine what to do: for each subterm, after comput-
ing its typing, we do as much constraint solving as possible, except for the final
step that maps free set variables to ⊥. If an intrinsically unsolvable constraint
is seen, type inference can immediately return failure, because no set-ground
typing is possible for the subterm (or the entire term).

We must still prove the interleaved type inference is complete, because the
typings it produces are not always principal (and thus not syntactically princi-
pal). Consider the term

(λx.y (x⊕ {[]}) x) {[f = λz.z]}.
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It has the syntactically principal typing

T = 〈y : {[R / s ]}→ {[R / {f} ]}→ ’b ` ’b | {f} ] ∅ = s〉

where R is (f:(’a→ ’a), r). After a constraint solving step this becomes

T ′ = 〈y : {[R / {f} ]}→ {[R / {f} ]}→ ’b ` ’b | ∅〉,

which seems to say the same thing as T , only more compactly. However,

(λx.y x x) {[f = λz.z]}

has the typing T ′ but not T . Thus T ′ 6≤ T , so T ′ cannot be a principal typing of
anything described by T .

Our solution is to weaken our notion of principality. The typing T is ground
principal for M iff M : T and for all set-ground typings T ′ it holds that M : T ′ ⇒
T ≤ T ′. The typing T is syntactically ground principal (SGP) for M iff M : T

and for all set-ground typings T ′ it holds that M : T ′ ⇒ T v T ′. Note that
ground principal typings are generally not themselves set-ground. Because a
syntactically principal typing is also SGP, the existence of SGP typings follows
immediately.

SGP typings are a sufficient recursion invariant in a type inference algorithm
where we eventually care only about set-ground typings. The added flexibility
allows replacing one SGP typing with another (smaller or simpler) one when-
ever possible. A standard syntax-directed type inference will still work: If the
subterms have been analyzed with SGP typings, then an SGP typing for the
compound term will be computed.

A formal statement of the validity of incremental constraint solving is

Theorem 3.13. Assume that T = 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 is SGP typing for M. Then

T (T) is also a SGP typing for M if C Ã T . So is 〈Γ ` τ | C ′〉, where C ′ is

{ c ∈ C | ¬(I c) }.

3.4 Discussion

Previous studies of type systems for record concatenation include the works of
Wand [22, 23], Harper and Pierce [8], Rémy [18, 20], Pottier [14, 15, 16], and
Palsberg and Zhao [13]. We can only fit a short discussion of them here, but we
provide a longer overview as Appendix A. Rémy’s system in [20] is the earliest
to tolerate type “errors” in dead and sleeping code. The Bot concept in Pot-
tier’s system in [14] is very similar to Bowtie’s “⊥”. Pottier’s later system [16]
is the only previous system we know that has polynomial type inference com-
plexity, namely O(n3m log m), where n is the program size and m the number
of distinct labels.

Bowtie seems to be the first record concatenation type system that has feasi-
ble type inference without subtyping. The loss of strength (Bowtie and Rémy’s
encoding system [18] are the only ones that reject some Casino-typable terms)
seems to be an inevitable consequence of avoiding the cubic costs of subtyping.

It is slightly unsatisfying that Bowtie has subject reduction only for set-
ground typings, and that interleaved type inference produces ground princi-
pal typings rather than principal ones. Both restrictions could be lifted by
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Variables: x ::= x | y | z | · · ·
Field labels: ` ::= f0 | f1 | f2 | · · ·

Label sets: L ∈ Pfin( ` )

External parts: E ∈ ` fin
inj
→ x

Internal parts: I ∈ x fin→ M

Values: V ::= {[E;I]}
Terms: M,N ::= V | x | M ⊕ N | M.` | M \\L

FV(Rng I1) # X2 X1 # X2 FV(Rng I2) # X1

where Xi = Rng Ei ∪ (Dom Ii \ Rng E) for i = 1, 2

{[E ¢ E1;I1]} ⊕ {[E ¢ E2;I2]} ↪→ {[E ¢ E1 ¢ E2;I1 ¢ I2]}
RLink

Rng E ⊆ Dom I

S = { x 7→ {[f . x;I]}.f | x ∈ Dom I }

{[E;I]}.` ↪→ [S](I(E(`))
RExtract

Dom E1 # L Dom E2 ⊆ L
Rng E2 ⊆ Dom I

{[E1 ¢ E2;I]} \\L ↪→ {[E1;I]}
RHide

Include (textually) from Figure 1 the context rules RC1, RC2, RChide, and
RCdot.

Figure 4: Syntax and semantics of the mixin module calculus

replacing every C I c in the rules with true entailment, C ° c, defined as
∀T : (I T (C)) ⇒ (I T (c)), and making some simple changes to the typing
rules. Unfortunately, C ° c is expensive — in section B.3 we argue that it
is close enough to being NP-hard that it should not be used in a type system.
Ground principality, although not as elegant, is what allows us to use I which
is simple enough to decide that it can be treated as atomic in type derivations.
Also, ground principal typings are just as good as principal ones for type infer-
ence.

In a previous version of this paper, we believed that the fact that Bowtie

uses I instead of ° in its typing rules meant that Curry-style type checking
(“Does M : T hold, given M and T?”) could be solved in polynomial time.
Since then, we have formally investigated this issue and discovered that Curry-
style type checking is in fact not polynomial (unless P = NP). Section B.4
proves that Curry-style type checking for Bowtie is NP-hard and argues that
the same is the case for most other advanced constraint-based type systems for
record concatenation. Although Curry-style type checking is NP-hard, we think
it is fortunately feasible to perform Church-style type checking, which is the
variant where every λ-bound variable is annotated with the type that should be
used for it when checking the abstraction body. In the near future we plan to
write down the algorithm for Church-style type checking.
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4 Martini: Extension to mixin modules

Figure 4 defines a simple mixin module calculus with syntax essentially isomor-
phic to the m-calculus of Wells and Vestergaard [26]. For brevity, we use a
simplified call-by-name semantics. For a more sophisticated semantics and an
equational theory, see [26]. Hirschowitz et al. [11] discuss call-by-value vari-
ants.

The basic construct is a mixin module, written {[E; I]}, where E maps field
labels to variables and I maps variables to terms. Following earlier notation, we
write E functions as “`1.x1, . . . , `n.xn” instead of “{`1 7→ x1, . . . , `n 7→ xn}” and
I functions as “y1 = N1, . . . , yk = Nk” instead of “{y1 7→ N1, . . . , yk 7→ Nk}”.
The module expression

{[`1 . x1, . . . , `n . xn;y1 = N1, . . . , yk = Nk]}

binds all of the variables x1 through xn and y1 through yk within the Ni terms.

Thus the free variables FV({[E;I]}) of {[E;I]} are
(

⋃

N∈Rng I FV(N)
)

\ (Rng E ∪

Dom I) and all other cases of FV(M) just collect free variables componentwise.
Each bound name x falls in one of three classes:

• (` . x) ∈ E is an import with external name ` and internal name x iff
there is no (x = N) ∈ I. When the module is linked with a module that
has an export with name `, references to x in the Ni’s become bound to
the exported expression.

• (` . x) ∈ E is an export iff there is a (x = N) ∈ I. This is like a record
field ` = N in that the expression N can be used from outside via the field
extraction operation M.`, but only once all imports have been satisfied via
linking. Then N will be evaluated in the context of the other definitions
in I. Conversely, N can satisfy imports of the name ` by other modules via
linking. The internal name x can be mentioned in all of the Ni’s, and the
defined value can thereby be directly or indirectly recursive.

• x is a local iff there is a (x = N) ∈ I, but no (` . x) ∈ E. Local definitions
can be used in all of the Ni’s. They can be directly or indirectly recursive,
but are not observable outside the module itself except by being referred
to by an export.

Field labels (i.e., external names) are fixed, but bound variables (i.e., inter-
nal names) are subject to α-conversion (which must keep them distinct from
other bound variables of the same module) and the actual names of the three
kinds of bound variables are not visible outside the module expression. We
identify α-equivalent terms.

The fundamental mixin calculus operation is linking, written “M1 ⊕ M2”.
Its reduction rule RLink is intuitively simple; linking two modules puts their in-
ternal parts side by side (choosing appropriate α-variants to avoid wrong name
captures), and joins their external parts. The rule divides each of the two in-
coming external parts into a common part E and a separate part Ei. The separate
parts are untouched by the linking. The linking happens in the common part
E, containing the labels mentioned by both operands; such labels cannot be in
E1 and E2, because then E1 ¢ E2 would be undefined on the rule right-hand
side (RHS). A label occurring in E maps to the same internal name in both
operands; this is always possible by α-conversion. No label can be exported
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by both operands; otherwise I1 ¢ I2 would be undefined on the RHS. A label
exported by one module and imported by the other is forced by the common E

to have the same variable internal name in both operands, so importing vari-
able references in one Ii become bound to definitions from the other after the
linking.

The premises of RLink ensure that wrong name captures do not occur. Xi is
the set of internal names in operand i that do not participate in the link. The
names in Xi will be bound on both sides post-linking, so they must be disjoint
from the other side’s internal names and free variables. For example, the linking

{[f . x, g . y;y = x]} ⊕ {[h . z;x = 13, z = x− 6]}

(where the common E is empty) is prevented from proceeding with the shown
α-variants of the operands by the premise X1 # X2, because both sets contain
x. Without this premise, the result would be a module that (wrongly) exported
13 as f. To avoid this, the rule forces us to first α-convert one or both of the
x’s. Another example needing α-conversion is

{[f . x;x = 42]} ⊕ {[g . y;y = x]}

where the x on the left must be α-renamed to avoid wrongly capturing the (free)
x on the right.

The field selection rule RExtract extracts the export with the given label
while unfolding into the field body the implicit letrec of the module M to
achieve call-by-name semantics. It is an error to try to extract a field from a
module with imports or from a module that does not export a field with that
label. Field hiding works much as in the record calculus; hidden exports turn
into locals because the internal part I is kept unchanged. It is an error to try to
hide an import.

4.1 Martini: A type system for mixins

Figure 5 presents our type system Martini, which generalizes to mixin modules
the ideas for record concatenation from Bowtie. Module types have the form
{[R / Q⇒S ]}. Like in Bowtie, R and S give the types and labels of a module’s
exports (which are like record fields). However, the same R also gives types
for the module’s imports. The imported labels must be mentioned in Q. For
example, given obvious extensions with integers and booleans, the term M =
{[f . x, g . y;x = y > 5]} has the typing 〈∅ ` {[ f:bool, g:int, r / {g}⇒{f} ]} | ∅〉.
This is also a typing for N = {[f . x; x = true]}, even though N does not import
g — it is allowed for a Q to overapproximate the true set of imports. This lets
constructions such as if · · · then M else N be typed without requiring a dummy
import of g in N. Martini extends Bowtie with new constraint shapes for the
Q part of module types, but it turns out not to be necessary to allow ⊥ in a Q

position.

4.2 Syntactic sugar for mixin modules, records, and func-
tions

The representation of a mixin module as separate E and I parts is formally
convenient in that it allows our type and reduction rules to be stated relatively
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Import set variables: q ::= q0 | q1 | q2 | · · ·
Type variables: α ::= ’a | ’b | ’c | . . .

Row variables: r ::= r0 | r1 | r2 | · · ·
Export set variables: s ::= s0 | s1 | s2 | · · ·
Import set expr.s: Q ::= q | L
Export set expr.s: S ::= s | L | ⊥
Type rows: R ::= r | `:τ, R

Types: τ ::= α | {[R / Q⇒S ]}

Environments: Γ ∈ x fin→ τ

Constraints: c ::= S1 ] S2 = S | S 3 `

| S1 \ L = S2

| Q1 \ S ⊆ Q2 | Q # L
Constraint sets: C ∈ Pfin( c )
Typings: T ::= 〈Γ ` τ | C〉

Include (textually) from Figure 3 the row structure equation and the defi-
nitions of ρ • R and C I c.

Γ(x) = τ

x : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉
TVar

Dom Γ = Rng E ∪ Dom I

∀x ∈ Dom I: I(x) : 〈Γ ¢ Γ0 ` Γ(x) | C〉
L = E−1(Dom I) C I Dom E \ L ⊆ Q

{[E;I]} : 〈Γ0 ` {[ (Γ ◦ E) • R / Q⇒L ]} | C〉
TMixin

M : 〈Γ ` {[R / Q1 ⇒S1 ]} | C〉 N : 〈Γ ` {[R / Q2 ⇒S2 ]} | C〉
C I Q1 \ S2 ⊆ Q C I S1 ] S2 = S C I Q2 \ S1 ⊆ Q

M ⊕ N : 〈Γ ` {[R / Q⇒S ]} | C〉
TLink

M : 〈Γ ` {[ `:τ, R / ∅⇒S ]} | C〉 C I S 3 `

M.` : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉
TExtract

Dom ρ0 = Dom ρ = L M : 〈Γ ` {[ ρ0 • R / Q⇒S0 ]} | C〉
C I Q # L C I S0 \ L = S

M \\L : 〈Γ ` {[ ρ • R / Q⇒S ]} | C〉
THide

Figure 5: Our type system Martini for the mixin calculus.

compactly. However, it is not very intuitive for actual programming, so our
implementation also supports a more readable notation:

Terms: M,N ::= · · ·
| {[γ1; . . . ;γk]}

Module groups: γ ::= import `1 . x1, . . . , `k . xk

| export `1 . x1 = M1, . . . , `k . xk = Mk

| local x1 = M1, . . . , xk = Mk

such that {[γ1; . . . ;γk]} is sugar for {[[γ1]E ¢ · · · ¢ [γk]E; [γ1]I ¢ · · · ¢ [γk]I]},
where

[import `1 . x1, . . . , `k . xk]E = { `i 7→ xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k }
[export `1 . x1 = M1, . . . , `k . xk = Mk]E = { `i 7→ xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k }
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[local x1 = M1, . . . , xk = Mk]E = ∅

[import `1 . x1, . . . , `k . xk]I = ∅

[export `1 . x1 = M1, . . . , `k . xk = Mk]I = { xi 7→ Mi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k }
[local x1 = M1, . . . , xk = Mk]I = { xi 7→ Mi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k }

and with the additional syntactic constraint that Rng [γi]
E # Dom [γj]

I for
i 6= j. For additional compactness, “` . x” in import and export groups can be
written as just “`” if x and ` are textually identical (even though they belong to
different namespaces).

Mixin modules can represent records naturally if we extend the syntax of
module groups with a new form (distinguished by its lack of keyword)

γ ::= · · · | `1 = M1, . . . , `k = Mk,

which is to be interpreted as syntactic sugar for “export `1 . y1 = M1, . . . ,

`k . yk = Mk”, where the yi’s are chosen fresh. Then, for example, {[f = 5, g =
true]} abbreviates {[export f . x = 5, g . y = true]}, which in turn abbreviates
{[f . x, g . y;x 7→ 5, y 7→ true]}.

Function abstractions and applications can be simulated by mixin modules
too, by encoding a function λx.M as

{[import arg . x; res = M]},

and an application N M as

(N ⊕ {[arg = M]}).res,

where arg (argument) and res (result) are globally fixed labels .
A Bowtie typing can be translated to a Martini typing in a way that agrees

with the term encoding: {[R / S ]} becomes {[R / ∅⇒S ]} and τ1 → τ2 becomes
{[ arg:τ1, res:τ2, r0 / {arg} ⇒{res} ]} where r0 is a fixed row variable not
occurring in the original typing. The translation does not touch constraint sets,
so it preserves solvability and set-groundness.

4.3 Soundness and constraint solving

The soundness properties in Sect. 3.1 carry over to Martini without change,
except that we must extend the test for constraint satisfiability in Theorem 3.9
to handle the new constraint forms for Q’s.

First solve for the s variables using the Bowtie procedure in Thm. 3.9. This
produces a T0(C ′) where no s variables remain. For each ` that occurs in the
constraint set, let Q` be the least subset of q such that

1. When (L1 \ L2 ⊆ q) ∈ T (C ′) with ` ∈ (L1 \ L2), then q ∈ Q`, and
2. When (q1 \ L ⊆ q2) ∈ T (C ′) with ` 6∈ L, then q1 ∈ Q` ⇒ q2 ∈ Q`.

Computing Q` for a given ` is a simple O(n) graph reachability problem.
Now let T1(q) = { ` | q ∈ Q` } for all q in the constraint set. The original

constraint set C is solvable exactly if T1(T0(C ′)) is solved.
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4.4 Type inference

The type inference results in Sect. 3.2 hold for Martini without any change. The
discussion of interleaved constraint solving in Sect. 3.3 is also strictly true, but
not a full solution, because we also need to interleave solving Q constraints.

The { ` | q ∈ Q` } construction from the previous section gives a lower bound
on the possible values of q. But in order to preserve syntactic ground principal-
ity, we should only set q to this lower bound when that entails no restriction on
the values of set variables that are visible in the type and environment parts of
the typing. This is true for all q’s that are not reachable from a visible part of
the typing by a chain of q \ L ⊆ q ′ constraints, and also not reachable for any
q0 such that there is a pending constraint of the shape Q \ s ⊆ q (i.e., where s

has not yet been solved).
As a simple example of this, the term (x ⊕ {[f . y; y = z]}).g has the SGP

typing 〈x : {[ f:’a, g:’b, r / q⇒s ]}, z : ’a ` ’b | s ] {f} = s1, s1 3 g, q \
{f} ⊆ ∅〉. Without any constraint solving, its constraint set would also contain
∅ \ ∅ ⊆ q2 and q2 \ s ⊆ ∅ due to the imports of {[f . y; y = z]}. The lower-
bound computation for q2 yielded ∅, solving2 the two constraints. In contrast,
q occurs in the type environment and should not be set to its lower bound ∅;
that would falsely prevent x from importing f.

4.5 Discussion

Martini allows compositional type inference for mixin modules without type
annotations. Previous typed mixin module calculi [7, 4, 1, 9, 11] have not
considered type inference, and several expect full type annotations for difficult
operations. Because of the row pollution problem, Martini sometimes fails to
type some terms unless the programmer switches to let-polymorphism (not al-
ways possible) or inserts dummy hiding operations. In contrast, previous mixin
module systems tend to need full type annotations for these problem terms.

Some previous mixin calculi have features not supported by Martini. Duggan
and Sourelis [5] allow different cases of a function that operates by pattern
matching to come from different modules. Ancona et al. [2] allow extracting
an export from a mixin module with imports, if the types prove that the export
does not depend on the imports.

5 Let-polymorphism

Because Bowtie and Martini have principal typings, we can add to them Milner’s
let-polymorphism to get type systems that are to Bowtie and Martini what the
Hindley/Milner (HM) type system (used by languages like ML) is to the simply
typed λ-calculus. Figure 6 shows the completely conventional additions. Note
that type schemes have a constraint component, as often done in HM extensions
involving constraints.

The rules implement traditional let-polymorphism, because they type the
same programs as the original systems extended with the rule

2Although ∅ \ s ⊆ ∅ is unsolved, a ground substitution will solve it, so it can be removed
without losing the SGP property.
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Terms: M,N ::= · · ·
| let x = N in M

Generalized t-vars: β ::= s | q | r | α

Variable sets: B ∈ Pfin( β )

Type schemes: σ ::= ∀B.〈τ | C〉

Environments: Γ ∈ x fin→ τ ∪ σ

let x = N in M ↪→ [x 7→ N]M
RLet

Γ(x) = ∀B.〈τ | C〉 ∀β 6∈ B : T (β) = β

x : 〈Γ ` T (τ) | T (C) ∪ C ′〉
TPoly

N : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 B = FTV(τ,C) \ FTV(Γ)
M : 〈Γ ¢ {x 7→ ∀B.〈τ | C〉} ` τ ′ | C ′〉

let x = N in M : 〈Γ ` τ ′ | C ′〉
TLet

Figure 6: Additions to Bowtie or Martini for Hindley/Milner polymorphism. Things

not defined here are in Figure 3.

N : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 [x 7→ N]M : 〈Γ ` τ ′ | C ′〉

let x = N in M : 〈Γ ` τ ′ | C ′〉

(which deliberately ignores τ and C). Principal types relative to a given Γ in
the let-polymorphic variant can be computed by the obvious extension of the
standard algorithm W or one of its variants. Interleaved constraint solving
yields ground principal types. Note that the modified systems have only the
weaker principal types, not principal typings.

Note that let-polymorphism is not enough to support ML-style modules. En-
tire mixin modules can be polymorphic, but individual module components can
not, unlike ML structures. ML-style modules also have features to address type
abstraction and the diamond import problem. More work is needed to add such
features to Martini.

6 Conclusion

6.1 Summary of contributions

This paper makes these novel contributions:

1. We prove (Thm. 2.1) that typability is NP-complete for Casino, the straight-
forward system of simple types for record concatenation. We point out
that the expense comes from the type system checking constraints from
dead or sleeping code.

2. We develop Bowtie, a system of simple types for symmetric record con-
catenation. Although some previous systems type more terms, Bowtie is
simpler. For example, solving record-operation constraints is decoupled
from solving type equalities. Most of the lost flexibility is recovered by
hiding operations and let-polymorphism.
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3. Because Bowtie does not depend on subtyping or other features that make
generalization to mixin modules difficult, we succeed in extending Bowtie

to a similar system Martini for mixin modules.
4. We develop type inference for Bowtie and Martini, and in the process prove

they have principal typings [24]. The time complexity is O(nmα(n))
where n is the input size, m is the number of distinct field labels, and
α(n) is negligible.

5. We define syntactically ground principal typings which allow using typings
with partially solved constraint sets in compositional type inference, with-
out needing full constraint entailment to be feasible or even implemented.

6. We show how to extend Bowtie and Martini with Milner’s let-polymorphism.
We believe Martini is the first mixin module type system with let-polymor-
phism.

7. We have implemented inference of principal and syntactically ground prin-
cipal typings for Bowtie and Martini and made our implementation avail-
able for experimentation on the web at 〈http://www.macs.hw.ac.uk/DART/

software/Bowtini/〉.
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A Some earlier type systems for record concatena-

tion

This appendix briefly summarizes some of the development of type systems for
record concatenation. For easier comparison, most of the examples of typings
we give have been converted to a type and term syntax that look more like ours.

[Note down which of these systems use symmetric concatenation and
which use and asymmetric one.]

Wand [22, 23] was the first to consider type inference for record concate-
nation. For each selection of a field ` from a concatenated record, Wand’s algo-
rithm splits its search into two branches, one for each side of the concatenation
from which ` could come. The term λxy.x⊕y gets the type {[r1]} → {[r2]} → {[r3]}
plus an extension constraint r1⊕r2 = r3 which abbreviates an infinite conjunc-
tion of disjunctions. In a term with field selection, for example λxy.(x ⊕ y).f,
the constraint is unfolded and type inference proceeds with the two types {[f :
present(’a); r1]} → {[f : absent ; r2]} → ’a and {[r1]} → {[f : present(’a); r2]} →
’a.3 The accumulation of splits means Wand’s algorithm has exponential com-
plexity. It was hoped that early search branch infeasibility detection could make
this practical, but this did not happen.

Rémy’s first approach [18] encodes record concatenation into single-field
record extension. A record with fields `1, . . . , `k is encoded as a function that
extends its argument with `1 through `k. Before field selection, this function
must be applied to the empty record. Record concatenation is merely function
composition, and λxy.x ⊕ y gets the type {[χ ⇒ π]} → {[π ⇒ ξ]} → {[χ ⇒ ξ]}
(where {[· ⇒ ·]} is encoded as an ordinary arrow type, but is written specially
to avoid confusion with user-specified functions). Type inference uses known
efficient methods for single-field record extension. This approach significantly
limits expressiveness. In particular, record types specify exactly what they must
be concatenated with from the left, and require this to happen before field se-
lection. The innocuous example term λx.λy.(x⊕ y).f (y.g) is untypable.

(Bowtie’s requirement that a row predicts the types of fields to be concate-
nated with it is is somewhat similar to this but not as severe. The concate-
nation does not need to happen, and λx.λy.(x ⊕ y).f (y.g) gets the typing
〈∅ ` {[R / s1 ]} → {[R / s2 ]} → ’b | s1 ] s2 = s3, s3 3 f, s2 3 g〉 where R

is f:’a → ’b, g:’a, r.)
Rémy [20] later proposed a family of type systems for record concatenation

with subtyping constraints. These systems accept every term that Casino does,
but type inference was not presented. These systems were the first to consider
a concatenation constraint satisfied as long as one operand is unknown.

Pottier [14, 15] developed a general framework of conditional subtyping
constraints such that Rémy’s work from [20] was an instance. Pottier’s system
uses type rows that associate labels with points in a subtyping ordering consist-
ing of Abs (field absent), Pre τ (field present with type τ), Either τ (if field is
present, it has type τ), Any (field may or may not be present, type unknown),
and finally Bot (any record that could contribute the field can never actually ex-
ist). The type Bot provides a ground instance for constraints that do not matter
because the values contributing to their left-hand sides will never be computed;

3The second type does not restrict r1 because Wand considered overwriting concatenation.
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Bowtie’s ⊥ set expression plays the same role. Pottier did not analyze his type
inference algorithm’s time complexity.

Pottier [16] later embedded this system into one with generalized condi-
tional constraints called “filters” instead of row variables. His type inference
algorithm has complexity O(n3m log m), where n is the program size and m

the number of distinct `’s. Pottier’s system seems to have fulfilled the quest
for a polynomial variation of Casino, although its typings seem a bit more ver-
bose and harder to read than Bowtie’s — for example, λxy.x⊕ y has the typing
〈∅ ` {[φ1]} → {[φ2]} → {[φ3]}/L : Abs ≤ φ1?φ2 ≤ φ3, L : Abs ≤ φ2?φ1 ≤ φ3,

L : Pre ≤ φ1?φ2 ≤ Abs〉. This system needs subtyping for Bot in order to work
properly. Unfortunately, to extend Pottier’s system to mixin modules, we could
not have a single type row for both imports and exports (which we want as they
share the same namespace in our calculus), because the types in the row would
be simultaneously covariant and contravariant, which excludes subtyping.

There is other, more distant work on types for record concatenation. Harper
and Pierce [8] define an explicitly typed calculus that collects record-operation
constraints that can migrate into quantifier bounds in types. For example,
λxy.x ⊕ y has the type Λ’a.Λ’b#’a.’a → ’b → (’a ⊕ ’b), where # means
“can be concatenated with”. Type inference is not considered. Palsberg and
Zhao [13] define a type system for an object calculus with symmetric concate-
nation. The type system supports subtyping, uses constraints heavily, and has
an inference algorithm (which does not try to be compositional). They prove
that typability is NP-hard.

B NP-completeness proofs

To begin with, define a logical operator “trinary exclusive or” !∨(·, ·, ·) to be true
iff exactly one of the three operands is true. Formally, “ !∨(F ,G,H)” abbreviates
“(F ∨ G ∨H) ∧ ¬(F ∧ G) ∧ ¬(F ∧H) ∧ ¬(G ∧ H)”.

Lemma B.1. The following problem, 3XOR-SAT, is NP-hard: Given a formula

F ≡ !∨(Pi1
, Pj1

, Pk1
) ∧ · · · ∧ !∨(Pin

, Pjn
, Pkn

)

with logical variables P1 through Pm, decide whether there is a truth assignment

for the Pi’s that makes F true.

Proof. By reduction from ordinary Boolean circuit satisfiability, which is known
to be NP-hard. First, it is well known4 how to express any Boolean circuit such
that the only operator is NOR, ¬(· ∨ ·). If we assign a logical variable to each
node in the circuit it is clear that satisfiability of the circuit is equivalent to sat-
isfiability of a conjunction of formulas of the shape P ⇔ ¬(Q ∨ R) (where P, Q,
and R are single variables) and one formula that consists of the single variable
P representing the output of the circuit. The latter is logically equivalent to
P ⇔ ¬(P ∨ Q) where Q is a fresh variable.

Finally, for each conjunct P ⇔ ¬(Q ∨ R), choose fresh variables P ′, Q ′, and
R ′, and replace the conjunct by !∨(P,Q, R ′) ∧ !∨(P,Q ′, R) ∧ !∨(P ′,Q ′, R ′).

4See for example [12, page 29]; note that Mendelson abbreviates “¬(P∨ Q)” as “P ↓ Q”.
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B.1 NP-completeness of Casino typability

Proof of Thm. 2.1. To see that the problem is in NP, notice that if an oracle tells
us the exact label set each record type defines, the remaining problem is as
easy as type inference in the simply typed λ-calculus. (And we never need to
consider labels that are not mentioned by the program at all).

For NP-hardness, reduce from 3XOR-SAT as follows. Given

F ≡ !∨(Pi1
, Pj1

, Pk1
) ∧ · · · ∧ !∨(Pin

, Pjn
, Pkn

)

with free variables P1 to Pm, consider the term

M = λx1. · · · λxm.(xi1
⊕ xj1

⊕ xk1
).f ⊕ · · · ⊕ (xin

⊕ xjn
⊕ xkn

).f

where f is a fixed field label and x1 to xm and y are distinct variables. If F is
satisfiable, then M can be typed by giving each xi the type {[f 7→ {[∅]}]} if Pi is
true and {[∅]} if Pi is false. Conversely, given a typing for M one can satisfy F
by choosing a truth value for Pi depending on whether the type of xi includes
f.

B.2 Casino variants with asymmetric concatenation

In a calculus with asymmetric record concatenation, M⊕N succeeds even when
M and N both define some label `, in which case the result will contain the
definition from N. One can construct a Casino-like type system for asymmetric
record concatenation by replacing the ⊕ typing rule with

M : 〈Γ ` {[ρ0 ¢ ρ1]}〉 N : 〈Γ ` {[ρ2]}〉 Dom ρ0 ⊆ Dom ρ2

M ⊕ N : 〈Γ ` {[ρ1 ¢ ρ2]}〉

Another possible variant of record concatenation allows two concatenated
records to define the same field only if they define it with the same type. One
might call this semi-symmetric concatenation because it is symmetric at the
type level but not at the term level. This variant is not often seen in the liter-
ature, but should be mentioned because the simplest variation of Bowtie which
allows overwriting concatenation would have this property. The Casino-like rule
for semi-symmetric concatenation would be

M : 〈Γ ` {[ρ ¢ ρ1]}〉 N : 〈Γ ` {[ρ ¢ ρ2]}〉

M ⊕ N : 〈Γ ` {[ρ ¢ ρ1 ¢ ρ2]}〉

The construction in the previous section depends essentially on the prop-
erty that ordinary Casino forbids both sides of a concatenation defining the
same field, so one may wonder whether typability would be easier in one of
the asymmetric variants. In order to show that this is not the case, we present
an alternative NP-hardness construction which works for the overwriting Casino

variants as well as form the ordinary symmetric variant.
First define the following combinators:

KI = λx.λy.y

H = λp.KI (λx.λy.x (y {[a = {[∅]}]}) (y p))
W = λp.KI (λx.H (x⊕ p)) p
Z = λp.λq.λr.KI (λx.λy.λz.((x⊕ W p).a⊕ (y⊕ W q).a⊕ (z⊕ W r).a).b)
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X = λt.λf.Z t f f H (t⊕ f)
T = λt.λf.X t f H t

F = λt.λf.X t f H f

Also define two fixed type abbreviations A0 = {[∅]} and A1 = {[a 7→ {[∅]}]}.

Lemma B.2. In each of the three Casino variants, the possible types of each com-

binator are exactly

H : A1 → τ → τ W : Ai → Ai

Z : Ai → Aj → Ak → τ → τ for i + j + k 6= 3 T : A1 → A0 → τ → τ

X : Ai → Aj → τ → τ for i + j = 1 F : A0 → A1 → τ → τ

where in each case τ and τ ′ may be arbitrary, and i, j, k range over {0, 1}.

Theorem B.3. Typability in each of the three Casino variants is NP-complete.

Proof. It is still clear that typability is in NP. For NP-hardness, we reduce from
satisfiability of arbitrary Boolean formulae as follows: Select a fixed correspon-
dence that assigns a unique record-calculus variable vP to each logical variable
P, and define a translation from formulae to terms by

[P] = λt.λf.X t f X vP f

[¬A] = λt.λf.[A] f t

[A ∨ B] = λt.λf.KI (λt1.λf1.λt2.λf2.X t f [A] t1 f1 [B] t2 f2

Z t1 f f Z t2 f f Z t f1 f2)
[A ∧ B] = [¬(¬A ∨ ¬B)]

Now a formula A with logical variables P1 through Pn is satisfiable exactly if
λvP1

. · · · λvPn
.
(

[A] {[a = {[∅]}]}
)

is Casino-typable.
Namely, because [P] contains5 X vP f, each relevant vP is forced to have

type either A0 or A1. The set of type assignments for the vP ’s that comply with
this rule can be put in unique correspondence with the set of truth assignments
for the P’s by the rule that vP : A1 corresponds to P being true.

Under any set of corresponding type and truth assignments, it holds for all
A that [A] has exactly the types of T if A is true, and exactly the types of F if A
is false. This can be shown by a straightforward induction over the structure of
A. Furthermore, it is clear that T {[a = {[∅]}]} is typable whereas F {[a = {[∅]}]} is
not. Therefore, [A] {[a = {[∅]}]} is typable exactly in environments whose types
for the vP ’s correspond to a truth assignment that satisfies A.

B.2.1 An alternative construction

This alternative construction is simpler but works only for the asymmetric vari-
ant of Casino:

[P] = W vP [true] = {[a = {[∅]}]}
[¬A] = ({[a = {[a = {[∅]}]}]} ⊕ [A]).a [false] = {[∅]}

[A ∨ B] = [A] ⊕ [B] [A ∧ B] = [¬(¬A ∨ ¬B)]

A is satisfiable exactly if [A].a is typable in asymmetric Casino. With the same
correspondence between truth and type assignments as in the previous proofs,
[A] has type A1 iff A is true and A0 iff A is false.

5
X vp f is not directly contained in [P], but because X t f behaves like the identity if it is

typable at all, X t f X has the same types as X alone has.
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B.3 Constraint entailment is hard

The goal of this section is to argue that the constraint entailment problem is
hard: Given C and C, determine whether C ° c, that is, whether I T (C)) ⇒
(I T (c)) for all T . The hardness of this problem is why we prefer not to use the
C ° c relation in the rules for Bowtie and Martini.

We conjecture that constraint entailment is NP-hard, but we have not found
a construction that proves this. We do know, however, that the problem be-
comes NP-hard even with small innocuous additions to the constraint language.
Therefore, even if a feasible decision algorithm for Bowtie constraint entailment
existed, it could not be robust with respect to simple additions to the theory.

For example, imagine the record calculus extended with a new renaming
operator M ::= [N]ϕ, where ϕ ∈ ` fin

inj
→ ` is a renaming map. [N]ϕ evaluates to

a record which for each ` ∈ Dom ϕ defines ϕ(`) as N.` if N defines ` and does
not define ϕ(`) otherwise. Fields in N with labels outside Dom ϕ are silently
ignored. An operation with a semantics close to this one is found in the CMS
calculus of Ancona and Zucca [4]. A natural extension of Bowtie to this operator
would involve an “renaming constraint” of the shape [S1]ϕ = S2 which did the
same operation at the label set level. We can then prove

Theorem B.4. The constraint entailment problem is NP-hard if C can include

renaming constraints in addition to ordinary Bowtie constraints.

The proof uses the following lemma:

Lemma B.5. The following problem is NP-complete: Given a set C of Bowtie con-

straints, such that only one field label is mentioned anywhere in C, decide whether

there is a ⊥-free substitution T that solves C.

Proof. This works by essentially the same reduction from 3XOR-SAT as in the
proof of Theorem 2.1. Given

F ≡ !∨(Pi1
, Pj1

, Pk1
) ∧ · · · ∧ !∨(Pin

, Pjn
, Pkn

)

with free variables P1 to Pm, select fresh set variables s1 through sm and s ′
1

through s ′
n, and let

C = { sia
] sja

= s ′
a, s ′

a ] ska
= {f} | 1 ≤ a ≤ n }

Just as for Theorem 2.1, if C has a ⊥-free solution, this solution determines a
satisfying truth assignment for F and vice versa.

Proof of Theorem B.4. We reduce the ⊥-free single-label constraint set satisfia-
bility problem of the lemma further to the entailment-with-renaming problem.
Let the constraint set C be given, let s1 through sn be all the set variables that
occur in C, and let ` ′ be the single label that appears in C. Select fresh s ′ and
`1 through `n, and define

C ′ = C ∪ { [s ′]{`i 7→` ′} = si | 1 ≤ i ≤ n }

Also let c ′ be s ′ ] ∅ = ⊥. Now C has a ⊥-free solution exactly if C ′ ° c ′ does
not hold.

To see this, assume that C does have a ⊥-free solution T . Without lack
of generality we can assume that T maps each si to a concrete label set. Still
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without lack of generality we may assume that T (si) is either ∅ or {` ′}, because
removing all other labels uniformly across T (C) cannot cause it to become non-
solved. Now define

T ′(s) =

{

{ `i | T (si) 6= ∅ } if s = s ′

T (s) otherwise

Then T ′ does solve C ′ but T (c ′) is not solved; thus the entailment indeed does
not hold.

Conversely, assume that C has no ⊥-free solution. Then any solution T to
C ′ must map some si to ⊥ as well; and so the only way T ([s ′]{`i 7→` ′} = si) can
be solved is if T maps s ′ to ⊥ as well. But then T (c ′) is ⊥ ] ∅ = ⊥ which is
solved; so C ′ does entail c ′ as required.

B.4 Curry-style type checking for Bowtie is hard

The problem of Curry-style type checking for Bowtie is to decide whether M :
〈Γ ` τ | C〉 holds when given M, Γ , τ and C.

Theorem B.6. Curry-style type checking for Bowtie is NP-complete.

Note that this problem is different from checking types in a Church-style
calculus where each variable binding in M is annotated with its type. We believe
that Church-style type checking is easy and plan to write an algorithm for it
in the near future. However, in this section, we are concerned with the Curry-
style problem where the only types given as input are those that occur in the
black-box typing of the term.

The hardness of Curry-style type checking is not particular to Bowtie; we
expect similar results to hold for many other nontrivial constraint-based type
systems. A discussion of this will follow after the proof.

At first it does not appear that this would be a difficult problem; one would
assume that one simply computes the principal typing for M and then checks
whether M : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 is an instance of it. However, whereas it is easy
to check whether Γ and τ are instances of their counterparts in the principal
typing, the same is not true for C in the absence of information about which
set variables in either correspond to each other. That is the idea behind the
following proof.

Proof. Clearly Bowtie type checking is in NP. We prove it NP-hard by reducing
from the 3-colorability problem for graphs. Let an undirected graph G with
nodes X1 through Xn be given; our task is to decide whether it can be 3-colored.
Assume without loss of generality that G is connected; then its edge set can be
represented as a cycle Xk1

−Xk2
− · · · −Xkm

which contains each edge at least
once, such that k1 = km = 1.

Consider now the term

M =
(

λx1. · · · .λxn.xkm
({[∅]} ⊕ · · · (xk2

({[∅]} ⊕ xk1
y)) · · ·)

)

(λz1.z1) · · · (λzn.zn)

(that is, a term that creates an identity function to stand for each node, and
repeatedly operates on the value of the free variable y by alternately passing
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it through the function for a node in the cycle and concatenating the empty
record). Then the graph is 3-colorable if and only if:

M : T = 〈y 7→ {[ r / s1 ]} ` {[ r / s1 ]} | {∅ ] si = sj | i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i 6= j }〉

Note that the typing T does not depend on the graph G.
Namely, if the graph can be 3-colored, then a type derivation can be con-

structed by letting zi have the type {[ r / sj ]} where j is 1, 2, or 3 depending on
the color of Xi. (The mapping can easily be arranged such that the color of X1

corresponds to s1).
Conversely, assume that M : T can be derived. Then by induction on i we

find that zki
must have type {[ r / sj ]}, for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Furthermore, zki

cannot have the same type as zki+1
, because the concatenation in xki+1

({[∅]} ⊕
xki

(· · ·)) would require the constraint ∅ \ sj = sj to be present, which it is
not. Therefore, the different types of the zi’s define a valid 3-coloring of the
graph.

To connect this proof with the intuition about first computing a principal typ-
ing and then checking whether it matches, the proof consists of two conceptual
steps. First we reduce a known NP-hard problem (3-colorability) to a problem
of the shape

C0 I ∃s1 · · · ∃sk.C1

where s1 through sk are some but not all of the variables mentioned in C. In
this case C1 contains ∅ ] sj = si for each edge in the graph. The second step
of the proof is to construct a term whose principal typing has exactly C1 as its
constraint part, such that the set variables that appear in the rest of the typing
are exactly those in C1 that are not quantified over. (This explanation has to
remain informal because we have no formal definition of what I∃ is supposed
to mean).

It is worth noting that this proof does not rely in any essential way on what
the constraints mean; the only property being used is that they can contain
set variables that do not also appear in the type or environment part of the
typing, and that by choosing a term of an appropriate shape one can make a
type derivation need certain patterns of constraints to follow from the constraint
set in the typing. Thus we could just as well have defined a construction where
C1 consisted of a s1 \ ∅ = s2 constraint for each edge in the graph.

The particular construction we have given does, however, depend on the
fact that the typing rules only use the restricted C I c relation rather than full
entailment, C ° c. With full entailment we would have

{∅ ] si = sj | i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i 6= j } ° ∅ ] sk = sk

for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and thus the reduction from 3-colorability would break down.
However, that would not actually help type checking, as we have argued in the
previous section that ° in itself is hard to decide.

Finally we should address the question of whether the hardness of Curry-
style type checking is peculiar to Bowtie or on the other hand shared with many
other type systems. For example, is type checking also hard in the system sug-
gested by Pottier [16]?
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Pottier’s system is presented as an instance of HM(X), which collects con-
straints much in the same way as Bowtie does, but uses ° to connect them with
the typing rule instances. We strongly suspect that ° will be NP-hard in itself
with a constraint language as rich as Pottier’s, but suppose that it is not. Even
then, it should be possible to use a variant of the proof strategy above can be
used to prove type checking NP-hard.

We expect that similar constructions will be possible for all sufficiently pow-
erful constraint-based type systems.

C Other selected proof sketches

C.1 Correctness of constraint satisfiability algorithms

Proof of Thm. 3.9. In each of the initial rewrite steps it is clear that a solving
substitution, if it exists at all, must include exactly the assignment that happens.
Therefore the rewriting preserves solvability of C. It is evident that C is solvable
if T0(C ′) is solved. For the other direction, assume that T0(C ′) is not solved. Let
T0(c) be an unsolved constraint in T0(C ′). By construction it does not contain
any set variables, so one of the following must hold:

1. T0(c) does not contain ⊥ but is a false statement of set theory. Then
T0(c) = c, and C ′ is unsolvable. Therefore C is not solvable either.

2. T0(c) contains ⊥ to the right of the relation sign, but has no ⊥ to the left
of it. If the ⊥ corresponds to a set variable in c, the constraint rewriting
of C ′ could have proceeded further, which contradicts the construction.
Therefore we must have T0(c) = c, which again leads to C being unsolv-
able.

Complexity bound: Each constraint is processed at most four times: Once to
see if it can be rewritten immediately, up to twice when set variables on its left-
hand side are instantiated, and finally once to check whether T0(c) is solved.
If L’s are represented as bit vectors, each visit of the constraint takes at most
O(m) time.

As for the correctness of the extension of Thm 3.9 sketched in Sec. 4.3:
Each constraint in T0(C ′) which does not have the form Q1 \ S ⊆ Q2 or

Q#L is either solved or responsible for making the entire original C unsolvable.
Constraints of the form Q1 \⊥ ⊆ Q2 are trivially solved, so the only constraints
we need to consider to solve Q’s are those of the forms Q1 \L ⊆ Q2 and Q#L.

It is clear that if T ′ is a solution of T0(C ′) then whenever q ∈ Q` it must
hold that ` ∈ T1(q). Also, if we let T ′

` (q) be T ′(q) \ {`} for q 6∈ Q` and T ′(q)
otherwise, then T ′

` still solves T0(C ′) — it would contradict the construction
of Q` if this change introduces an unsolved constraint to appear. Now, if any
solution to T0(C) exists at all, then T1 is also a solution, because an arbitrary
solution can be transformed into T1 label for label by the preceding remarks.

T1 can be straightforwardly constructed in time O(mn).

C.2 Type reconstruction algorithm

Proof of Thm. 3.12. Let M be the term to be analyzed. The shape of M directly
determines the shape of any type derivation for it. If we temporarily disregard
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all typing rule premises of the form c I C, the remaining problem simply con-
sists of solving a number of equalities between the type and environment parts
of the judgements in the derivation. Unification modulo the row structure equa-
tion is easy to implement such that it runs in time O(n ′mα(n ′)) where n ′ is
the number of initial equalities; clearly n ′ = O(n).

The result of the unification is a derivation concluding in M : 〈Γ0 ` τ0 | · 〉
(where there is yet no constraints part) such that whenever M : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉,
there is a substitution T that carries Γ0 to Γ and τ0 to τ and works similarly for
all intermediate judgements in the two derivations. Thus Γ0 and τ0 are reason-
able candidates for the environment and type parts of a syntactically principal
typing.

It remains to find the constraint set part of the typing. Select C0 to consist
of every c ′ such that the derivation that results from the unification step has a
(hitherto ignored) premise C I c ′. It is then clear that M : 〈Γ0 ` τ0 | C0〉. A
derivation of M : 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 must use the same C in each of its intermediate
judgements, and for each c ′ ∈ C0 the derivation contains C I T (c ′). But
this completes the properties in the definition of 〈Γ0 ` τ0 | C0〉 v 〈Γ ` τ | C〉.
Because 〈Γ ` τ | C〉 was an arbitrary typing for M this shows that 〈Γ0 ` τ0

| C0〉 is indeed syntactically principal.
In general one will also want to know whether C0 is solvable; Thm. 3.9

shows that this can be checked within the same complexity bound as computing
the typing.
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